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Abstract
Robots are increasingly expected to replace humans in many repetitive and high‐precision
tasks, of which surface scanning is a typical example. However, it is usually difficult for a
robot to independently deal with a surface scanning task with uncertainties in, for
example the irregular surface shapes and surface properties. Moreover, it usually requires
surface modelling with additional sensors, which might be time‐consuming and costly. A
human‐robot collaboration‐based approach that allows a human user and a robot to assist
each other in scanning uncertain surfaces with uniform properties, such as scanning
human skin in ultrasound examination is proposed. In this approach, teleoperation is
used to obtain the operator's intent while allowing the operator to operate remotely. After
external force perception and friction estimation, the orientation of the robot end‐
effector can be autonomously adjusted to keep as perpendicular to the surface as
possible. Force control enables the robotic manipulator to maintain a constant contact
force with the surface. And hybrid force/motion control ensures that force, position, and
pose can be regulated without interfering with each other while reducing the operator's
workload. The proposed method is validated using the Elite robot to perform a mock B‐
ultrasound scanning experiment.

K E Y WO R D S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Robots are expected to perform more complex tasks in un-
structured environments. However, fully autonomous robot
manipulation is unlikely to be widely deployed in the foresee-
able future due to current hardware and software limitations
and high costs. Alternatively, human‐robot collaboration
(HRC) offers a more flexible, efficient, and safer solution that
combines human and robot efforts to enhance robot intelli-
gence [1–3]. More specifically, human operators and robots
work together with complementary skills. Typically, robots can
perform the high‐precision, repetitive and dangerous tasks
because they are equipped with advanced sensors and powerful
computing capabilities, and humans play the role of decision‐
makers because they have excellent cognitive skills, extensive

experience and expertise, and can provide the robot with ac-
tion guidance and error correction [4–6]. HRC has been widely
used in medical care, industrial processing, search and rescue
[7–9]. It has been shown that effective HRC can reduce
operator workload without the need for tiring manual labour,
thus improving work efficiency and quality [10, 11].

Many HRC systems have been developed recently in the
robotics community. Designing an HRC system requires
consideration of some key elements including interaction in-
terfaces (e.g. teleoperation, mixed reality, and force feedback
etc.) [12, 13], robot control modalities (e.g. impedance control
and admittance control), system stability and security [14–16].
For instance, ref. [17] applied Electromyographic (EMG)‐
based HRC tasks as goal‐orientation tasks to address the
problem of varying muscle coordination. A novel HRC
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approach with a multi‐modal interface was given in ref. [18] to
implement a sawing task. Zeng et al. [19] developed a bio‐
inspired mechanism to learn compliant robotic behaviours.
The authors in refs. [20, 21] designed shared control schemes
for a mobile robot with teleoperation. Rozo et al. [22] taught
the robot cooperative behaviours for motion adaptation from
the demonstration. Duchaine et al. [23] developed a novel
variable admittance control algorithm to improve robot mo-
tion stability and intuitive human interaction.

Many contact task scenarios require surface scanning
manipulation. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the ultra-
sonic examination is a typical surface scanning task. The main
technologies involved in surface scanning include position,
pose and force control. For position and pose control, three
popular methods are currently used: (1) teleoperation, (2)
vision‐based surface modelling, and (3) demonstration‐based
trajectory planning [24]. The first method is very popular for
involving human operation in the human‐in‐the‐loop system
while keeping them out of the working environment and
improving working efficiency [25, 26]. With the progress of
hardware, different kinds of teleoperation systems have been
applied to HRC tasks. For instance, the operator piloted an
aerial robot by augmented reality in ref. [27]. In ref. [28], the
operator sent commands to robots using brain‐computer
interface, and the authors in ref. [29] teleoperated industrial
robot to implement car body surface treatment operation with
a haptic feedback device. However, if precision is required,
pure teleoperation methods would be very challenging for
operators. The second method generally offers higher accuracy.
However, it usually relies on external vision sensors (e.g. depth
cameras and stereo cameras) to collect surface data such as 3D
point clouds, and requires a series of data processing and
modelling processes that consume computing power and time
proportional to the size of the model [30]. The third method
often takes time to learn from demonstration and transfer skills
to the robot by using algorithms, such as dynamical movement
primitives, Gaussian Mixture Model, and Hidden Markov
Model [31–33], which has the disadvantage of low flexibility in
real‐time operation and highly personalised tasks. Based on the

above problems, in this paper, we consider controlling the
position and pose of the robot as freely as possible without
relying on additional sensors. As a result, the exact position of
the surface is uncertain in our following analysis.

For force control, we aim to enable a robot manipulator to
accurately track the desired force under the condition that
surface information, such as surface position and stiffness is
uncertain. So far, various control techniques have been pro-
posed to achieve force tracking [34], mainly falling into two
categories:

1) Modifying the reference trajectory. For example, Jung et al.
[35] proposed to adapt the reference trajectory by replacing
the unknown environmental stiffness with a function of the
measured force and used the local stability at equilibrium to
analyse the uncertainty in environmental position. Jung
et al. [36] developed a new impedance function based on
the desired force to compensate for the environmental
location and stiffness. Zhang et al. [37] proposed an
adaptive control algorithm to generate a reference motion
trajectory by minimising the force error.

2) Adjusting the impedance or admittance parameters. Lee
et al. [38] regulated the target contact force with a variable
stiffness of the impedance control based on force error. A
stiffness regulation law on top of the energy‐tank for
impedance control was designed in ref. [39]. Li et al. [40]
used gradient‐following and adaptive control to obtain the
desired impedance model under an unknown environment.
A variable damping admittance control algorithm for the
uncertain environments was proposed in ref. [41]. And in
ref. [42], a novel variable impedance model was given for
adaptive precision‐compliance tradeoff.

When touching an uncertain environment, humans can
regulate the stiffness of their arm muscles to control the
contact force. Some approaches have been developed to mimic
this human operation. Ajoudani et al. [43] is one of the ex-
amples that transferred the human arm stiffness information
to the robot manipulator via EMG and realised human‐like
compliant control. Therefore, adjusting the stiffness of
impedance or admittance control is more similar to human
operation under an uncertain environment.

To implement the scanning tasks for uncertain surfaces,
the main contributions of our work are as follows:

1. A HRC method based on teleoperation and variable stiff-
ness compliant force tracking is developed, which can
realise uncertain surface scanning without prior environ-
mental position modelling or path planning.

2. The end‐effector orientation can be adjusted automatically
based on external force perception and friction force
estimation.

3. A hybrid force/motion control is developed to decouple
teleoperation, compliant control, and pose adjustment op-
erations, which can reduce the workload of operators with a
safety guarantee.F I GURE 1 An example of ultrasonic examination.
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The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes our teleoperation system. Section 3 introduces
the methods of perceiving external force and estimating fric-
tion force. Section 4 presents the force tracking algorithm. In
Section 5, we combine the methods and propose a hybrid
force/motion controller. Section 6 verifies the method through
a mock ultrasound examination experiment. Section 7 con-
cludes this work.

2 | TELEOPERATION

Based on the principle of ease of use, we have developed an
intuitive tele‐operation system. Geomagic Touch X, a haptic
feedback device developed by SensAble Technologies, which
includes hardware drives and software packages (OpenHaptics
Toolkit) [44], is used as themaster device for robot teleoperation
control in our work. The 6‐DoF Elite robot is used as the fol-
lower. This section will establish the position and pose mapping
between the Touch X joystick and the robot end‐effector.

The coordinate frames of the Touch X device and the Elite
robot are shown in Figure 2, in which TBf g, TTf g, RBf g,
and REf g represent the base coordinate frame of Touch X, the
coordinate frame of Touch X tip, the base coordinate frame of
robot, and the end‐effector frame of robot respectively. The
position mapping relation is defined as:

ΔXRE ¼
RE
TBR ⋅ S ⋅ ΔXTB

ΔXRB ¼
RB
RER ⋅ ΔXRE

ð1Þ

or

ΔXRB ¼
RB
TBR ⋅ S ⋅ ΔXTB ð2Þ

where

ΔXTB ¼ ΔXTB;ΔYTB;ΔZTB½ �
T

ΔXRB ¼ ΔXRB;ΔYRB;ΔZRB½ �
T

ΔXRE ¼ ΔXRE;ΔYRE;ΔZRE½ �
T

ð3Þ

are the Cartesian displacements in the coordinate TBf g,
coordinate RBf g and coordinate REf g, respectively; S = diag

(sx, sy, sz) and sx, sy, sz are the positive scaling factors; RE
TBR is

the rotation matrix converting the translation in the work-
space of Touch X to the robot end‐effector workspace; RB

RER
is the rotation matrix from the robot end‐effector to the
robot base; and RB

TBR is the rotation matrix converting the
translation in the workspace of Touch X to the robot
workspace.

Representing the pose with rotation matrix, the pose
mapping relation is proposed as follows:

TT
RER ¼

TB
TTR−1

0 ⋅ RB
TBR

−1 ⋅ RB
RER0

RB
RER ¼

RB
TBR ⋅ TB

TTR ⋅ TT
RER

ð4Þ

where TB
TTR and RB

RER represent the initial poses of Touch X tip
and robot end‐effector at the beginning of the teleoperation
process, while TB

TTR0 and RB
RER0 represent the real‐time poses

during teleoperation. RE
TBR and RB

TBR are set according to the
relative placement of robot and Touch X. This mapping
strategy allows the end‐effector to change its pose following
the joystick intuitively.

To overcome the problem of the robot and Touch X
workspaces being very different, a phase operation method is
used, that is when the button on the Touch X joystick is
pressed, the teleoperation is performed, and when the button
is released, the joystick can be moved to a suitable position
freely in preparation for the next teleoperation.

In the practical application, in the following section, the
robot end‐effector coordinate frame REf g will be used as the
end‐of‐tool coordinate for convenience.

3 | EXTERNAL FORCE PERCEPTION
AND FRICTION ESTIMATION

3.1 | External force perception

The external force applied to the robot end‐effector is usually
measured by a six‐axis F/T sensor, the readings of which are
often affected by several factors, including the centre of gravity
of the load, sensor bias, robot end‐effector orientation etc. By
collecting F/T sensor data from multiple robot orientations,
the load centre of gravity and sensor bias parameters can be
calculated and compensated for to accurately obtain the true
external force/torque [45].

The relationship between force, torque and bias is defined as:

Mx
My
Mz

2

4

3

5¼

0 Fz −Fy 1 0 0
−Fz 0 Fx 0 1 0
Fy −Fx 0 0 0 1

2

4

3

5

x
y
z
k1
k2
k3

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð5Þ

whereF I GURE 2 Schematic diagram of teleoperation.
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k1 ¼Mx0 þ Fy0 � z − Fz0 � y
k2 ¼My0 þ Fz0 � x − Fx0 � z
k3 ¼Mz0 þ Fx0 � y − Fy0 � x

8
<

:
ð6Þ

(Fx, Fy, Fz) is three‐dimensional forces, (Mx, My, Mz) is three‐
dimensional torques. (x, y, z) represent the centre of gravity
of the load in the sensor coordinate. Fx0, Fy0, Fz0, Mx0, My0,
and Mz0 correspond to the bias of each force/torque
component. Control the robot with load to get N(N ≥ 3)
different poses and N corresponding sets of F/T sensor data,
then we have:

Mx1
My1
Mz1
Mx2
My2
Mz2
⋮

MxN
MyN
MzN

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

¼

0 Fz1 −Fy1 1 0 0
−Fz1 0 Fx1 0 1 0
Fy1 −Fx1 0 0 0 1
0 Fz2 −Fy2 1 0 0

−Fz2 0 Fx2 0 1 0
Fy2 −Fx2 0 0 0 1
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
0 FzN −FyN 1 0 0

−FzN 0 FxN 0 1 0
FyN −FxN 0 0 0 1

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

x
y
z
k1
k2
k3

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð7Þ

For brevity, it can be expressed as:

m¼ Fp ð8Þ

where

p ¼ x y z k1 k2 k3½ �
T

ð9Þ

premultiply FT on both sides of Equation (8), yields

p ¼ F TF
� �−1

F Tm ð10Þ

Thus, the coordinates of the load centre of gravity (x, y, z)
and constants k1, k2, k3 are obtained.

Assuming that the robot base is placed parallel to the
ground, so the relationship between sensor data, load gravity
and robot end‐effector orientation is defined as:

Fx
Fy
Fz

2

4

3

5¼ RB
RER

T
0
0

−G

2

4

3

5þ

Fx0
Fy0
Fz0

2

4

3

5¼ RB
RER

T ∣ I
� �

0
0

−G
Fx0
Fy0
Fz0

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð11Þ

where G is the gravity magnitude, and I is a 3‐tuple identity
matrix. Similarly, take N different poses and sensor data. Then,
we get:

Fx1

Fy1

Fz1

Fx2

Fy2

Fz2

⋮
FxN

FyN

FzN

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

¼

RB
RER1

T ∣ I

RB
RER2

T ∣ I

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
RB
RERN

T ∣ I

2

6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
5

0

0

−G

Fx0

Fy0

Fz0

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð12Þ

it equals to

f ¼ Ra ð13Þ

where

a¼ 0 0 −G Fx0 Fy0 Fz0
� �T

ð14Þ

premultiply RT on both sides of Equation (14), yields

a¼ RTR
� �−1

RT f ð15Þ

Hence the gravity magnitude G and the bias of F/T sensor
Fx0, Fy0, Fz0 are obtained. Then Mx0, My0, Mz0 can be calculated
with Equation (6):

Mx0 ¼ k1 − Fy0 � zþ Fz0 � y
My0 ¼ k2 − Fz0 � xþ Fx0 � z
Mz0 ¼ k3 − Fx0 � yþ Fy0 � x

8
<

:
ð16Þ

During the robot control process, the bias and the load
gravity can be compensated in real‐time with the parameters
calculated above. It is easy to derive that the gravity force
components and torque components in the F/T sensor coor-
dinate are:

Fgx
Fgy
Fgz

2

4

3

5¼ RB
RER

T
0
0

−G

2

4

3

5 ð17Þ

Mgx ¼ Fgz � y − Fgy � z
Mgy ¼ Fgx � z − Fgz � x
Mgz ¼ Fgy � x − Fgx � y

8
<

:
ð18Þ

Therefore, the actual external forces acting on the F/T
sensor are:

Fex ¼ Fx − Fx0 − Fgx
Fey ¼ Fy − Fy0 − Fgy
Fez ¼ Fz − Fz0 − Fgz

8
<

:
ð19Þ

And the actual external torques are:
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Mex ¼Mx − Mx0 − Mgx
Mey ¼My − My0 − Mgy
Mez ¼Mz − Mz0 − Mgz

8
<

:
ð20Þ

In consequence, the external force and torque are
perceived.

3.2 | Friction identification

The contact sliding friction force between the tool and the
surface may affect the autonomous orientation adjustment of
the tool. Due to the unknown surface properties, the friction
force should first be identified so that it can be eliminated
during scanning. Assuming that the surface has uniform
properties and that the scanning friction satisfies the Coulomb
friction model, that is the resistive force Ff due to Coulomb
friction is a function of the sliding velocity v and has a constant
magnitude μkFN, where μk is the kinetic friction coefficient and
FN is the normal pressure, that is

Ff ¼ −μkFN ; υ < 0
Ff ¼ μkFN ; υ > 0

�

ð21Þ

Owing to complex situations of the unknown surface, it is
difficult to decompose the exact friction force from the
external force. So an estimated value will be given instead. If
the tool is always perpendicular to the surface while sliding, it
can be assumed that

FN ¼ Fez ð22Þ

Ff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

F2
ex þ F2

ey

q

ð23Þ

so the kinetic friction coefficient bμk can be estimated by using
h groups of F/T sensor data, which is defined as:

bμk ¼
1
h

Xh

i¼1

Ff i

FNi

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
� ð24Þ

where i represents the sample time.
The teleoperation strategy described in the last section is

applied to keep the tool perpendicular to the surface for col-
lecting the F/T sensor data during sliding. More specifically, we
adapt the orientation of the tool manually in a small area of the
surface to identify the sliding friction. Considering the me-
chanical structural limitation of the master device Touch X, we
provide the robot a constant velocity in the XY plane of co-
ordinate REf g, which decouples the motion of two di-
mensions in the Touch X workspace and enables a more
convenient operation for the operator. Figure 3 shows the
schematic diagram of friction identification.

In static contact, friction is negligible and therefore does
not need to be compensated. To obtain external contact force

in the dynamic contact state, a friction force compensation law
is used:

F 0ex ¼
Fex

Fexj j
Fexj j − bμkcos arctan

υy

υx

� �

Fez

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

� �

; υx > 0

F 0ey ¼
Fey

Fey
�
�
�
�

Fey
�
�
�
� − bμksin arctan

υy

υx

� �

Fez

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

� �

; υy > 0

8
>>><

>>>:

ð25Þ

which means the friction force is compensated in each motion
direction. To simplify the expression, F e ¼ Fex; Fey; Fez

� �T will
be used to represent the external contact force after filtering
and the compensation of sensor bias, load gravity and friction
force.

4 | FORCE CONTROL

In most applications, contact force control is a key part of
surface scanning. The robotic dynamics model, environment
model, and an adaptive admittance control model for the un-
certain environments will be discussed in this section to realise
the tracking of the desired force profile with the surface.

The general dynamics model of an 6‐DoF robotic
manipulator in Cartesian space is given by

H ðxÞ €x þ C x ; _xð Þ _x þ gðxÞ ¼ F τ þ Fe ð26Þ

where x ∈ R6 is the Cartesian vector of the end‐effector. H(x)
is the Cartesian inertia matrix; C x ; _xð Þ is the Cartesian Cori-
olis and centrifugal matrix; g(x) is the Cartesian gravity vector;
and Fτ represents the Cartesian driving force.

The admittance relationship between the position and
force of the close‐loop robot system in Cartesian space is
modelled as

M €e þ B _e þ Ke ¼ F e ð27Þ

where M, B, and K are the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices respectively. And e = xc − xr represents the error
between the actual commanded position and the desired

F I GURE 3 Schematic diagram of friction identification.
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reference position, in which we assume that the robot can
accurately track the commanded position trajectory in position
control mode, namely x ≈ xc.

For simplicity, we consider 1‐DoF as below,

m€eþ b _eþ ke ¼ fe ð28Þ

When the admittance control system reaches the steady
state, namely €xc ¼ 0 and _xc ¼ 0, so Equation (28) becomes

k xc − xrð Þ ¼ fe ð29Þ

Generally, the environment in one direction can be
modelled as a one‐dimensional linear spring model with stiff-
ness ke, which is defined as

f e ¼ ke xe − xð Þ ð30Þ

where xe is the environment position.
The contact force can be regulated by adjusting the robot

end‐effector position which is controlled by the admittance
controller via force feedback. So combining Equations (29)
and (30), we can obtain the steady‐state external contact
force as

f e ¼
kke xe − xrð Þ

kþ ke
ð31Þ

Observing Equation (31), both ke and xe are environmental
parameters, which are uncontrollable. Thus, we can consider
two strategies to regulate the fe: (1) modifying the reference
position trajectory xr; (2) adjusting the admittance stiffness k.

For the first method, the unknown environmental location
adds difficulty to the design of reference trajectory. Therefore,
an admittance‐based controller with variable stiffness is
adopted in our work which has the form of

b _eþ kve¼ f e ð32Þ

where the mass term is omitted and kv represents the on‐line
variable stiffness.

The force error is defined as

Δf ¼ fe − fd ð33Þ

Substituting Equation (32) into Equation (33), the closed‐
loop control system can be obtained as:

Δf ¼ b _eþ kve − fd ð34Þ

where the control law of kv is defined as

kv ¼ −
kpΔf þ ki

R t
0 Δf dt þ kdΔ _f
e

ð35Þ

where kp, ki, and kd are constant proportional, integral and
differential gains. Substituting Equation (35) into Equa-
tion (34), the close‐loop control system becomes

kp þ 1
� �

Δf þ ki

Z t

0
Δf dt þ kdΔ _f ¼ b _e − fd ð36Þ

The reference trajectory xr is designed as a fix position, so
the corresponding acceleration and velocity are €xr ¼ 0 and
_xr ¼ 0. Therefore, the commanded trajectory at the time t can
be generated by the admittance control law:

_xcðtÞ ¼
kp þ 1
� �

Δf ðtÞ þ ki
R t
0 Δf ðtÞdt þ kdΔ _f ðtÞ þ fdðtÞ

b
xcðtÞ ¼ xcðt − 1Þ þ _xcðtÞΔt

8
><

>:

ð37Þ

where Δt is the system sampling period.
Please see ref. [46] for the detail.

5 | HYBRID FORCE/MOTION
CONTROL

In the previous sections, we have discussed position and pose
transformation of the robot by teleoperation, and the rela-
tionship between force and position in admittance control.
These operations cannot be performed simultaneously on the
robot, which would otherwise lead to position coupling.
Therefore, in this section, a hybrid force/motion control
method is proposed to decouple force control from tele-
operation, while at the same time enabling the robot to achieve
autonomous pose adjustment according to external forces,
thus reducing workload and improving efficiency. The overall
diagram of the proposed method is shown in Figure 4.

For position control, we apply teleoperation along the X
and Y directions of end‐effector coordinate {RE} and the
force control is utilised along the Z direction of coordinate
{RE}. Specifically, by combining Equation (1) and, the posi-
tion control can be expressed as

ΔX RE ¼
RE
TBRSΔXTBλ0 þ _x cΔtλ ð38Þ

where

λ0 ¼
1

1
0

2

4

3

5; λ¼
0

0
1

2

4

3

5 ð39Þ

Due to the possibility of collision during movement, clas-
sical admittance control is added to the X and Y directions for
the safety of the robot and the object. ΔXRE and ΔYRE are
regarded as the desired position xr of the admittance control in
corresponding directions. So Equation (38) becomes

6 - ZHAO ET AL.
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ΔX RE ¼
RE
TBRSΔXTB þ e
� �

λ0 þ _x cΔtλ ð40Þ

It can be represented in the robot base coordinate {RB} using
Equation (2), thus the target position Xtar is given by

X tar ¼ X cur þ
RB
RERΔXRE ð41Þ

where Xcur is the current manipulator position.
Consequently, the robot can track the position through

inverse kinematic and inner position controller.
For pose control, the direction of tool is designed to rotate

following the direction of the resultant external force. Figure 5
shows the rotation process. The current direction Vcur the
target direction Vtar under coordinate {RE} are formulated as
follows:

V cur ¼ ½0; 0; 1�
T

ð42Þ

V tar ¼ −Fex;−Fey;−Fez
� �T

ð43Þ

The rotation axis that the tool rotates around is defined as
follows:

V rot ¼ Vx;Vy;Vz
� �T

¼ V cur � V tar ð44Þ

The rotation angle value is defined as

θ ¼min arccos
V curV tar

V curj j V tarj j
; θthresh

� �

ð45Þ

where θthresh is an angle threshold to avoid the sudden pose
changes of tool which may cause danger.

With the rotation axis and the rotation angle, the rotation
matrix from Vcur to Vtar can be calculated through the
Rodrigues' rotation formula, which is

RE
RE0R ¼

r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

2

4

3

5

¼ I þ sin θM v þ ð1 − cos θÞM 2
v

ð46Þ

where

M v ¼

0 −Vz Vy
Vz 0 −Vx

−Vy Vx 0

2

4

3

5 ð47Þ

Transform it to the robot base coordinate by

RB
RE0R ¼

RB
RER ⋅ RE

RE0R ð48Þ

then it can be converted into Euler angles and sent to the robot
position controller:

θpitch ¼ atan2 −r31;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r211 þ r221

p� �

θroll ¼ atan2 r32=cos θpitch
� �

; r33=cos θpitch
� �� �

θyaw ¼ atan2 r32=cos θpitch
� �

; r33=cos θpitch
� �� �

ð49Þ

F I GURE 4 Diagram of the proposed method.

F I GURE 5 Schematic diagram of pose adjustment of the tool.

ZHAO ET AL. - 7
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Through these arrangements, the force control, tele-
operation and pose adjustment of the robot are independent
which can be carried out in a reasonable manner without po-
sition coupling.

6 | EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method was validated through a mock B‐
ultrasound scanning experiment on a phantom. Traditional
B‐ultrasound scanning examination requires the sonographers
to hold a transducer probe for skin surface scanning of patients
with proper contact force, and pay attention to the images in
the ultrasound imaging equipment in the meantime, which is
physically challenging for them to keep the arm muscles tight
and maintain an uncomfortable scanning posture. Conse-
quently, the long‐term operation may result in muscle fatigue
or injury [7]. Additionally, close contact with patients may not
ensure the safety of the sonographers in some cases such as
epidemics period.

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6, which con-
sists of a console, a 6‐DoF Elite® robot, a master device
Touch X, an ATI® mini45 F/T sensor, a probe, and a phan-
tom with uncertain properties. The coordinate frames of the
robot base, end‐effector, F/T sensor, and Touch X are RBf g,
REf g, SSf g, and TBf g respectively. In particular, REf g is

aligned with SSf g. Both the Touch X and the robot commu-
nicate with the controller through EtherCAT. The F/T sensor
and the controller communicate through TCP/IP proto-
cal with sample rate of 1000 Hz. The robot control cycle is
20 ms.

In the experiment, we identified the kinetic friction coef-
ficient μk of phantom first, and the value was 0.6. The desired
contact force in z axis was set fd = −5N. The scaling factor Sx
and Sy were set 4. The parameters of the force‐tracking
controller were set kp = 0.08, ki = 0.1, kd = 0.3, b = 100.
RE
TBR and RB

TBR were given by

RE
TBR ¼

0 0 −1
1 0 0
0 −1 0

2

4

3

5; RB
TBR ¼

0 0 −1
−1 0 0
0 1 0

2

4

3

5 ð50Þ

During the task, the operator holds the Touch X joystick
and move it in the XZ plane of coordinate TBf g. As shown in
Figure 7a, the operator can slide the gimbal of joystick on the
desk with muscle relaxation. The movement along the Z axis of
coordinate REf g and the direction adjustment will be auto-
matically conducted by the robot.

The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by
controlling the manipulator to scan back and forth on the skin
surface of the belly and the chest of the phantom, and the
experiment performances are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The
belly and the chest surface were irregular and they are sup-
ported by sponges and springs respectively. However, the
probe remained approximately perpendicular to the surface
and moved steadily all the time without trajectory planning and
visual model in advance.

The corresponding results are shown in Figure 10a,b. Once
the probe contacted with the surface, an initial overshoot
happened, but the force settled to about −5N in approximately
3 s. The maximum force on the belly and the chest reached
about 10N and 13N, which were within the safe limits of
human body. The force error of steady state was within �1N
most of time, occasionally within �2N due to the complex
environment and dynamic process.

To further verify the validity of our proposed HRC
method, the teleoperation‐only method with Equations (2) and
(4) was used as a comparison. Specifically, the operator was
required to control the position and pose of the robot end‐
effector manually through teleoperation. Figure 7b shows the
operation process, in which the operator should hold the
joystick of Touch X in the air and adjust it as precisely as
possible. We invited four volunteers to implement the surface
scanning task using the proposed HRC method and the
teleoperation‐only method respectively. For simplicity, they
only need to scan the phantom belly along a similar trajectory.
One of the experiment performances with the teleoperation‐
only method is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the

F I GURE 7 Operation process.

F I GURE 6 Experiment setup.

8 - ZHAO ET AL.
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probe was moved away from or squeezed the surface some-
times instead of sliding steadily against the surface. The
detailed results of the four surface scanning experiments are
shown in Figure 12, where the force curves of the
teleoperation‐only method change over a wide range and the

position curves are rougher than our method obviously, which
indicates that pure position control is unable to guarantee
stable contact force and movement, thus may cause damage to
the object. In contrast, our method is much safer, more reli-
able, and more convenient.

F I GURE 8 Surface scanning on belly with the proposed human‐robot collaboration method.

F I GURE 9 Surface scanning on chest with the proposed human‐robot collaboration method.

F I GURE 1 0 Results of surface scanning with the proposed human‐robot collaboration method.

ZHAO ET AL. - 9
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F I GURE 1 1 Surface scanning with the teleoperation‐only method.

F I GURE 1 2 Four experiment results with two methods.

7 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a HRC method for uncertain surface
scanning. This method transmits human intention and experi-
ence to the manipulator remotely through teleoperation, which

can separate the operators from the working environment and
ensure their safety of the operators. An adaptive variable
admittance control for uncertain environments is used to apply a
constant force to the surface. Meanwhile, the manipulator can
adjust the orientation automatically to remain approximately

10 - ZHAO ET AL.
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perpendicular to the surface according to the external forces
which are perceived through gravity and friction compensation.
The hybrid force/motion control combines the technologies
together, thus enabling the simultaneous control of robot posi-
tion, direction, and forcewhile reducing the operators' workload.
The mock B‐ultrasound scanning experiment verifies the feasi-
bility of the method, whichmeans the methodmay be applied to
scanning tasks such as B‐ultrasound inspection.

Our work assumes that the surface is ideally uniform with
the same properties. However, the nature of the surface may
vary from one situation to another in many practical situations.
For instance, different parts of the human body may require
varying contact forces to obtain high‐quality ultrasound im-
ages, and the complex friction on the surface of a rusted
workpiece may be difficult to identify. Sometimes the tool di-
rection also needs to be fine‐tuned based on the actual con-
dition. Facing the above problems, we will develop more
efficient algorithms in future work. For example, learning force
control and direction adjustment strategies through multi-
modal fusion deep learning methods, and identify the friction
by using more dimensional sensor information.
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